October 1999 Rider Mini-Memo
Date:

October 16, 1999

To:

Odyssey 2000® Registered Riders

From:

Tim Kneeland & Associates, Inc., via Karen-Ann

Re:

Bicycle Update, etc.

When will I get my bike?
We spoke to Raleigh this week. There was a delay getting the frames out of Taiwan and they
are expecting the frames to arrive late next week. If all goes well with unloading and
customs, Raleigh should have them on the assembly line immediately. That means UPS should
have them before the end of the month.
Raleigh has organized to send your bikes to your closet Raleigh dealer. Your local/regional
dealer has your phone number and will call when your bike arrives. Then, you can visit the
bike shop, get fitted and VOILA, you have your Odyssey 2000® bicycle. Pretty exciting stuff,
eh?
Please do not bug the bike shops. The deal is you are to get your bike in an orderly
arrangement, you know, wheels where wheels go, etc. There are no extra freebees - equipment
or service. The bike shops only have to put your bike together and help you with regular
adjustments. Your bike was ordered with the information you gave us originally. Some folks
have changed their measurements, even their height! Any changes will be made at your
expense.
Bike modification-fenders, etc.
If you plan to put fenders on your bike, please wait until after the Tournament of Roses
Parade before you install them. We’d like all the bikes to look the same for the parade.
Where in the world is TK&A?
TK&A is pumping out stuff so fast our little hands are just a whirrrrrrl at the computers.
Tim and Brit-Simone are now in Norway headed for Sweden, then onto Russia, organizing
overnights and grub, after just completing the England, Wales, Ireland, Northern Ireland
and Scotland segements of Odyssey. Brit-Simone and I will trade places in Berlin and
continue on the route. Accommodations, dinners and breakys are appearing on the DRG’s
kilometer by kilometer.

Helmets
If you are interested in an Odyssey helmet, send us your head size and we will be able to
shoot them off to the helmet folks ASAP. Please measure the circumference of your head,
just above your eyebrow ridge. Please e-mail, fax or post the size to us. We need to have sizes
in by October 25.
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Odyssey I-D Badges
We will be making your ID cards for meals etc. and your bike tags. Please send 3 passport
photos by the end of the month.

For only a handful

Please read only if you are one of the folks who don’t return info on time – and as Tim would say “you
know who you are”. We have 70 summink days to go. Any information we have asked for, or will, needs to
be in by the date requested. We can’t place orders, submit information to countries etc., for folks
whose info we do not have.

Clothing
We are talking to a manufacturer now about lots of neat bike clothes. If we place an order
with these folks for the Parade, the sizing will be what you have told us unless you have
somehow changed. Please let us know immediately (e-mail, fax or post) if you want to use a
different size from the one you submitted on your last form. We hope to place an order on
October 22nd, not a breath later.
If you are interested in owning Odyssey socks, cycle caps, sweatbands, etc., please drop a line,
(no phone calls pleeeeeeeease) and we will send a form an order form or take it over the
phone.
VISAS
We are working on visas right now. If we get any good information, we will make sure you
receive it immediately. It would be a good idea for everyone to have at least 10 passport
photos available for use with visa applications, etc. Triple A is a good source.
Will stop typing and get this off to you now.
Byeeee for the moment…….
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